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NOTICIAS

05/10/2021
Rokid and Imint collaborate to integrate video stabilizaton softare into X-Craf industrial
Augmented Reality device
IMINT Image Intelligence AB (Imint), a provider
of  video enhancement  softare,  has recently
announced  a  collaboraton  tith  Rokid,
developers  of  augmented  and  mixed  reality
(AR/MR)  glasses  and  headtear  for  industrial
applicatons.  Under  the  agreement,  Imint’s
‘Vidhance’  softare  till  be  integrated  into
Rokid’s  net  5G-enabled  Rokid  ‘X-Craf’
explosion-proof,  industrial  AR  headband,
providing torkers access to visual informaton
thilst on the job. 

https://ttt.auganix.org/rokid-and-imint-collaborate-to-integrate-video-stabiliaaton-
softare-into-x-craf-industrial-augmented-reality-device/

08/10/2021
Varjo presentará el 21 de octubre su producto "más esperado" 
El fabricante fnlandds de visores de realidad virtual Varjo, con modelos profesionales como los
VR-3 y XR-3, celebrará el próximo 21 de octubre un evento en directo en el que podremos ser
testgos de la presentación del lanaamiento de lo que parece un nuevo dispositvo, ya que en la
teb creada para anunciar "su producto más esperado" la única fotografa es la de una persona
llevando un visor de VR.
https://ttt.realovirtual.com/notcias/10413/varjo-presentara-21-octubre-su-producto-
mas-esperado

https://www.rokid.com/en/
https://weareimint.com/
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15/10/2021
Wärtsilä simulator to poter Singapore’s Centre of Excellence in Maritme Safety 
Wärtsilä  Voyage  till  deliver  the  next
generaton  navigatonal  simulator  for
Singapore’s Centre of Excellence in Maritme
Safety (CEMS) to prepare seafarers for shore-
based  remote  management  of  vessels  and
autonomous  ship  operatons.  CEMS  is  a
collaboraton  betteen  the  Singapore
Maritme  Insttute  (SMI)  and  Singapore
Polytechnic, supported by the Maritme and
Port  Authority  of  Singapore.  The  next
generaton simulaton platorm till be based
on  the  Wärtsilä  NTPRO  (Navi-Trainer
Professional 5000) Navigatonal Simulator in
a shore-based operatonal confguraton.
https://ttt.thedigitalship.com/component/k2/item/5569-taertsilae-simulator-to-poter-
singapore-s-centre-of-excellence-in-maritme-safety

22/10/2021
Taqtle  partners  tithn  Nokia  to  deliver  AR-enabled  tork  instructon  platform  in  MX
Industrial Edge suite

Taqtle,  a  provider  of  enterprise  softare
that  leverages  augmented  reality  (AR),
cloud computng, and LTE/5G nettorks for
knotledge  capture  and  sharing,  has
announced  that  its  Manifest  tork-
instructon  platorm  is  not  part  of  the
netly announced Nokia MX Industrial Edge
suite  of  enterprise  solutons  for  Nokia
customers. 

https://ttt.auganix.org/taqtle-partners-tith-nokia-to-deliver-ar-enabled-tork-
instructon-platorm-in-mx-industrial-edge-suite/

https://taqtile.com/
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26/10/2021
Creatng AR/VR applicatons for industrial IoT
Bosch  North  American  is  teaming  tith
Carnegie Mellon University on net spatal
computng  technologies  that  till  be  used
to further real torld and digital content for
the industrial  internet  of  things  (IIoT).  As
part  of  the  collaboraton,  Bosch  till
invest  $3  million  in  joint  research  tith
faculty  from  CMU  and  Bosch  scientsts
partcipatng in the research. The goal of
the  collaboraton  is  to  design  and
demonstrate  an  architecture  for
extended reality (XR) applicatons for IIoT
context  designed  around  safety,
reliability and real-tme performance.  
https://electronics360.globalspec.com/artcle/15345/creatng-ar-vr-applicatons-for-
industrial-iot

31/10/2021
Queensland to provide expert training to address shnortage of skilled defence torkers
Queensland  is  home  to  several  major
acquisiton and sustainment programs and
signifcant  opportunites  for  local  industry
exist, from shipbuilding sustainment in the
north, to aerospace and armoured vehicle
manufacturing  in  the  southeast  of  the
state.

https://ttt.theaustralian.com.au/special-reports/queensland-to-provide-expert-training-
to-address-shortage-of-skilled-defence-torkers/nets-
story/1a94565e2fdd4eea5f99c02f2a80530

04/11/2021
Daetoo Shnipbuilding develops virtual experience platform for shnip constructon 
Daetoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
Co. said Thursday that it  has developed a
virtual  experience  platorm  for  ship
constructon for the frst tme in the local
shipbuilding  industry.  

The  platorm  is  mixed  reality  combining
technologies  of  virtual  reality  and
augmented  reality,  thich  allots  for  the
experience of all processes of shipbuilding,
Daetoo Shipbuilding said. 
http://ttt.koreaherald.com/viet.phpuud=20211104000563
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08/11/2021
DSME Develops Industry’s First Integrated MR-based Vessel Platform
Daetoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering (DSME) engineers compare an actual ship tith the
virtual vessel visualiaed through a mixed reality (MR) system.

Daetoo  Shipbuilding  &  Marine  Engineering  (DSME)  announced  on  Nov.  4  that  it  has
developed the industry’s  frst  integrated mixed reality-based vessel  platorm “DW-3000F
Surface  Vessel  MR System,”  thich  combines  the  advantages  of  virtual  reality  (VR)  and
augmented reality (AR).

https://ttt.hellenicshippingnets.com/dsme-develops-industrys-frst-integrated-mr-
based-vessel-platorm/

10/11/2021
HP is Using HoloLens to Help Customers Remotely Repair Industrial Printers
HP  this  teek  announced  its  ‘xRServices’
program  thich  equips  customers  of  its
industrial printers tith a HoloLens 2 headset,
alloting  the  company  to  provide  immersive
remote support for repairs, training, and more.

While  many  AR  companies  are  focused on
building  AR  products,  HP  is  making  an
interestng move in using the technology as
an add-on to improve an existng line of its
business.  The company’s  netly  announced
xRServices  program promises  to  deliver
remote AR support for its industrial printer
customers.

https://ttt.roadtovr.com/hp-xrservices-hololens-remote-ar-support/

https://press.hp.com/us/en/press-releases/2021/hp-launches-first-print-industry-mixed-reality-xrservices.html
https://press.hp.com/us/en/press-releases/2021/hp-launches-first-print-industry-mixed-reality-xrservices.html
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16/11/2021
Magic Leap partners tithn Geopogo on Augmented Reality soluton for archnitecture and
design
Magic  Leap has  today  announced  that  it
has  partnered  tith  Geopogo,  on  an
augmented reality (AR) technology soluton
that  allots  architects,  builders,  and  their
clients  to  design  spaces,  collaborate  on
planning,  and  provide  engaging
presentatons  to  clients  by  enabling
visualiaaton  of  architectural  interiors  and
exteriors.  Geopogo is  a  California-based
3D  design  softare  company  that  is
torking  to  transform  the  design  and
constructon  process.  The  company’s
softare allots architects and designers
to create renderings and a virtual reality
(VR) or augmented reality experience in
minutes  by  importng  existng  CAD
models  or  building  directly  tith  the
Geopogo 3D creator tool.

https://ttt.auganix.org/magic-leap-partners-tith-geopogo-on-augmented-reality-
soluton-for-architecture-and-design/

18/11/2021
Reality Labs muestra sus investgaciones sobre guantes hnáptcos 

Uno  de  los  muchos  dispositvos  que  se
desarrollan  en  Reality  Labs son  unos
guantes háptcos con los que poder imitar
en  realidad  virtual  o  aumentada  la
sensación  de  coger  objetos  en  el  mundo
real.  El  proyecto  de  Meta,  basado  en  la
tecnología  de  microfuidos  que  tambidn
usan  los  guantes  HaptX  Gloves  DK2,  está
todavía en una fase inicial  tras siete años
de investgaciones y no hay fecha para su
comercialiaación. 

https://ttt.realovirtual.com/notcias/10585/reality-labs-muestra-sus-investgaciones-
sobre-guantes-haptcos

https://www.realovirtual.com/noticias/9318/haptx-punto-lanzar-comercialmente-sus-guantes-haptx-dk2
https://www.geopogoar.com/
https://www.magicleap.com/
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30/11/2021
Manus launchnes  Polygon,  a  free  softare soluton for  VR,  moton capture  and virtual
producton
Manus,  a  provider  of  data  gloves  for
moton capture (mocap) and virtual reality
(VR), has today announced the launch of its
‘Manus  Polygon’  ecosystem.  Manus’
Polygon  ecosystem  ofers  a  range  of
products  aimed  at  capturing  full  body
movements  and  translatng  them  to  the
virtual torld through easy-to-use softare
and  hardtare  that  enables  users  to  not
only  immerse  themselves  in  VR,  but  also
record  their  physical  movements  and
expressions. 
https://appleinsider.com/artcles/21/05/08/apple-torking-on-spatal-audio-system-for-
virtual-and-mixed-reality-devices

13/12/2021

Geenee announces WebAR full-body tracking SDK for 3D Augmented Reality  try-on and
avatars

Augmented reality (AR) technology frm Geenee
Inc. has announced the release of a WebAR Full-
Body Tracking  SDK.  The 3D augmented  reality
try-on  soluton  allots  users  to  tear  digital
garments  or  avatars  that  follot  their
movements in real-tme, tithout the extra step
of dotnloading an app. The SDK till  be made
available  to  agency  partners  and  developers
(anyone interested in a frst-look can apply for
Geenee’s  Partner  Labs  Program),  before  it  is
rolled  out  to  Geenee’s  drag  and  drop WebAR
Builder  as  a  no-code  interface  in  early  2022.
Partners till be granted 3 free months of non-
commercial use of the SDK to shotcase various
creatve  examples  of  the  technology  for  Web
3.0 and metaverse applicatons.

https://ttt.auganix.org/geenee-announces-tebar-full-body-tracking-sdk-for-3d-
augmented-reality-try-on-and-avatars/

https://www.auganix.org/geenee-announces-webar-full-body-tracking-sdk-for-3d-augmented-reality-try-on-and-avatars/
https://www.auganix.org/geenee-announces-webar-full-body-tracking-sdk-for-3d-augmented-reality-try-on-and-avatars/
https://forms.gle/sejs4gx63vazro7q9
https://geenee.ar/
https://geenee.ar/
https://www.manus-meta.com/
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15/12/2021
El sueño de las Google Glass sigue vivo: Google está trabajando en un dispositvo y en un
sistema operatvo de realidad aumentada 
Las  Google  Glass  plantearon  una  revolución
hace casi nueve años, pero fnalmente la idea
no cuajó por diversos motvos.  El sueño de la
realidad aumentada quedó en segundo plano
en Google,  pero ahora parece volver a coger
fueraa.

Así  lo  indican al  menos nuevos fchajes en
Google  que  revelan  que  la  compañía  está
trabajando en un nuevo sistema operatvo
y en un dispositvo de realidad aumentada
que bien podría ser una vuelta de tuerca de
las actuales Google Glass.

https://ttt.xataka.com/realidad-virtual-aumentada/sueno-google-glass-sigue-vivo-google-
esta-trabajando-dispositvo-sistema-operatvo-realidad-aumentada

20/12/2021
Somnium presenta su visor All-in-One basado en XR2 
Hoy  se  está  la  celebrando  el  evento
Somnium Connect 2021 donde se han dado
más detalles sobre su visor basado en Xtal y
en  la  plataforma  XR2.  El  dispositvo,  que
funcionará como  standalone y  como visor
de PC (de manera inalámbrica o por cable)
se  lanaará  en  2022  sin  precio  defnido.
Entre  sus  característcas  más  destacadas
encontramos  un  FOV  de  115º  y  su
compatbilidad con SteamVR. 
https://ttt.realovirtual.com/notcias/10525/somnium-presenta-su-visor-all-one-basado-
xr2

https://www.realovirtual.com/noticias/10487/somnium-space-esta-desarrollando-su-propio-visor-vr-basado-xtal
https://www.realovirtual.com/noticias/10487/somnium-space-esta-desarrollando-su-propio-visor-vr-basado-xtal
https://www.xataka.com/wearables/google-glass-primeras-impresiones
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PUBLICACIONES CIENTÍFICAS
Virtual Reality Training System as a comprehnensive and efectve methnod for delivering
technnical hnands-on training in thne feld of Distributon System Operators
The Paper presents the possibilites of using virtual reality techniques in interactve training
of  technical  employees  of  a  Distributon  System  Operator  (DSO).  It  also  describes  the
concept, assumptons and implementaton method of the created Flexible Training System.
Thanks to its capabilites, employees can partcipate in sophistcated training conducted in
an innovatve tay eliminatng the current disadvantages and limitatons of classic – “real”
training approaches. The System enables practce in tto main categories of training used in
the  DSO  environment:  commutatng  operatons  and  live-line  torks.  Benefts  and  risks
associated tith system implementaton in DSO structures are presented 
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S1855050921020068

IIoT based Augmented Reality for Factory Data Collecton and Visualizaton
In  Industry  4.0,  machine  data  acquisiton  plays  an  important  role  in  improving  overall
performance  on  the  factory  foor  by  monitoring  processes,  providing  feedback,  and
integratng  the  informaton  tith  other  machines.  Leveraging  these  hidden  data
instantaneously to reduce machine dotntme could also minimiae eforts in determining the
causes of maintenance issues. This paper explores a novel method of bringing the factory
foor data into an Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) environment and visualiaing real-tme
machine analytcs through Augmented Reality  (AR) and Mixed Reality  (MR) based smart
devices.  The  factory  foor  data  from  selectve  machines  at  a  Volvo  Group  plant  tas
integrated tith IIoT and visualiaed in real-tme through the use of AR-enabled devices such
as  an  iPad  and  a  HoloLens  headset.  The  confguraton  process  for  the  server  and  IIoT
environment  tas  automated  through  a  softare  soluton,  and  the  performance  and
feasibility  of  spatal  anchors  tere  evaluated  by  testng  accuracy,  triggering  tmes,  and
latency of data. The results displayed promising applicatons of AR/MR on factory foors for
real-tme machine data visualiaaton and associated troubleshootng. 
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S235195892100052X

Implicatons of Virtual Reality on Environmental Sustainability in Manufacturing Industry:
A Case Study
Research  on  Virtual  Reality  (VR)  in  manufacturing  is  rarely  driven  by  environmental
sustainability. This paper explores the feasibility of developing VR technologies to reduce
environmental impact, drating from a case study in an automotve company. We developed
a VR demo to support the communicaton for design reviet betteen the technology centre
in  Steden  and  the  manufacturing  site  in  China,  thus  reducing  travel  frequencies.  This
reducton tas verifed through user experience and feedback from focus group discussion
and questonnaire.  The results shot a reducton of travel frequencies for design reviet,
therefore contributng to environmental sustainability. 
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S2212825121009568
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Totards a proactve vision of thne training for thne 4.0 Industry: From thne required skills
diagnostc to thne training of employees
The  digitalisaton  increase  in  industrial  processes  is  perceived,  by  companies,  as  an
opportunity to grot up their compettvity. Data are more and more accessible, potentally
alloting making better decisions at all the level of the company. Then, job profles and their
required  skills  are  changing.  Hotever,  if  competencies  focused  on  softare  tools,
programming, data analysis, simulaton, virtual design, automatcs and electronics becomes
necessary, the inital trainings and contnuous trainings are not changing as fast. Moreover,
if  net technologies are more available in companies,  the torkforce sufers of  a lack of
preparaton. It generates risks of mistakes, improper use of tools and informaton, under
performed actvites,  insufciently  informed decision.A global  vision of  hot to train  the
thole industrial nettork is necessary to generate a progress of the thole industry. Workers
must get the right skills for their actvites in order to become a factor of efciency for their
torkshop  and  consequently  for  the  thole  logistc  chain.  In  that  tay,  the  role  of  the
universites  is  to  develop  trainings  for  up-to-date  needs  as  the  industry  4.0.  For  this
purpose, this paper introduced an overviet of hot to propose actual trainings on the topic
of the Industry 4.0 both customiaed for the companies and for the learners. We detail more
specifcally in this paper 3 tools te develop at the University of Strasbourg: (1) a diagnostc
tool to get the maturity level of companies and propose adapted learning paths. (2) a set of
grids to design adapted learning path to the diferent tork. (3) a Learning Factory to allot a
learning by doing tay.
https://link.springer.com/artcle/10.1005/s10956-021-09925-0

Digital game-based examinaton for sensor placement in context of an Industry 4.0 lecture
using thne Unity 3D engine – a case study
 Due to the many advantages that digital teaching and testng methods have over traditonal
ones, they are increasingly fnding their tay into everyday educatonal practce. The current
events of the COVID-19 pandemic have given these approaches an additonal boost. In this
paper, a frst version of digital game-based examinaton for sensor placement is presented,
thich can supplement parts of a classical  exam for an Industry 4.0 lecture designed for
postgraduate engineering students. For the development of the environment the Unity 3D
Engine as tell as freely available models and plugins for Unity are leveraged. By doing so, an
immersive virtual scenario is created in thich complex problems can be depicted and solved
by the student. To ensure the suitability of this exam type and the coverage of the desired
learning  objectves,  an  evaluaton  of  the  game-based  examinaton  environment  till
subsequently be conducted and the results are discussed. 
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S2351958921002542

Image-based state tracking in Augmented Reality supported assembly operatons
Visual tracking and holographic informaton representaton techniques have become robust
enough to support operators in complex tasks on the shop foor. This paper presents an
approach  for  coupling  AR-supported  assembly  task  instructons  tith  image-based  state
tracking,  so  as  to  assist  the  operators  in  product  assembly  operatons.  The  developed
system consists of a visualiaaton platorm for AR-supported assembly instructons, a state
tracker that includes object recogniton, localiaaton and hand tracking, using deep neural
nettorks,  and  a  server  that  handles  the  data  exchange  betteen  the  tto.  The
developed frametork is applied and validated in an industrial use case. 
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S2212825121010854
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Comparing softare frametorks of Augmented Reality solutons for manufacturing
Augmented reality (AR) is a technology that allots overlaying of virtual elements on top of
the physical environment. This enhances the percepton and conveys additonal informaton
to the user. With the emergence of industry 4.0 concepts in manufacturing landscape, AR
found its tay to improve existng Human-Machine Interfaces (HMI) on the shop-foor. The
industrial  setng has  a  tide variety  of  applicaton opportunites from AR,  ranging  from
training and digital tork instructons to quality inspecton and remote maintenance. Even
though its implementaton in the industry is rising in popularity, it is stll mainly restricted to
large  companies  due  the  limited  availability  of  resources  in  Small  and  Medium  Siae
Enterprises (SME). Hotever, SMEs can beneft from AR solutons in its producton processes.
Therefore,  this  research aims to develop and present  the results  of  comparison of  tto
simple and cost-efectve AR softare frametorks for Hand Held Device (HHD) and a Head
Mounted  Device  (HMD),  thich  can  be  applied  for  developing  AR  applicatons  for
manufacturing. Tto AR applicatons are developed using these softare frametorks thich
are presented in the case study secton. Android device is chosen as a HHD and HoloLens is
the HMD used in the case study. The development structure can be reproduced by a tider
range of enterprises tith diverse needs and resource availability. 
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S2351958921002419

Virtual training for assembly tasks: a frametork for thne analysis of thne cognitve impact on
operators
The  importance  of  training  for  operators  in  industrial  contexts  is  tidely  highlighted  in
literature.  Virtual  Reality  (VR)  technology is  considered an efcient soluton for training,
since it provides immersive, realistc, and interactve simulatons environments there the
operator  can  learn-by-doing,  far  from  the  risks  of  the  real  feld.  Its  efcacy  has  been
demonstrated  by  several  studies,  but  a  proper  assessment  of  the  operator’s  cognitve
response in terms of stress and cognitve load, during the use of such technology, is stll
lacking.  This  paper  proposes  a  comprehensive  methodology  for  the  analysis  of  user’s
cognitve  states,  suitable  for  each  kind  of  training  in  the  industrial  sector  and  beyond.
Preliminary feasibility analysis refers to virtual training for assembly of agricultural vehicles.
The proposed protocol analysis alloted understanding the operators’ loads to optmiae the
VR  training  applicaton,  considering  the  mental  demand  during  the  training,  and  thus
avoiding stress, mental overload, improving the user performance. 
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S2351958921002699

Adaptng Augmented Reality Systems to thne users’  needs using Gamifcaton and error
solving methnods
Animatons  of  virtual  items  in  AR  support  systems  are  typically  predefned  and  lack
interactons  tith  dynamic  physical  environments.  AR  applicatons  rarely  consider  users’
preferences  and  do  not  provide  customiaed  spontaneous  support  under  unknotn
situatons. This research focuses on developing adaptve, error-tolerant AR systems based
on directed acyclic graphs and error resolving strategies. Using this approach, users till have
more  freedom  of  choice  during  AR  supported  tork,  thich  leads  to  more  efcient
torkfots. Error correcton methods based on CAD models and predefned process data
create individual support possibilites. The frametork is implemented in the Industry
4.0 model factory at FH Aachen. 
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S2212825121009225

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2212827121009227
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Safe and secure platooning of Automated Guided Vehnicles in Industry 4.0
Automated  Guided  Vehicles (AGVs)  are  tidely  used  for  materials  transportaton.  Operatng
them in a platooned manner has the potental to improve safety, security and efciency, control
overall trafc fot and reduce resource usage. Hotever, the published studies on platooning
focus mainly on the design of technical solutons in the context of automotve domain. In this
paper te focus on a largely unexplored theme of platooning in producton sites transformed to
the Industry 4.0, tith the aim of providing safety and security assurances. We present an overall
approach for a fault- and threat tolerant platooning for materials transportaton in producton
environments. Our functonal use cases include the platoon control for collision avoidance, data
acquisiton and processing by considering range, and connectvity tith fog and cloud levels. To
perform the safety and security analyses, the Haaard and Operability (HAZOP) and Threat and
Operability (THROP) techniques are used. Based on the results obtained from them, the safety
and  security  requirements  are  derived  for  the  identfcaton  and  preventon/mitgaton  of
potental platooning haaards, threats and vulnerabilites. The assurance cases are constructed to
shot the acceptable safety and security of materials transportaton using AGV platooning. We
leveraged a simulaton-based digital ttin for performing the verifcaton and validaton as tell
as  fnetuning  of  the  platooning  strategy.  Simulaton  data  is  gathered  from  digital  ttin  to
monitor platoon operatons, identfy unexpected or incorrect behaviour, evaluate the potental
implicatons, trigger control actons to resolve them, and contnuously update assurance cases.
The applicability of the AGV platooning is demonstrated in the context of a quarry site 
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S1383562121002125

Thne VALU3S ECSEL project: Verifcaton and validaton of automated systems safety and
security nov
Manufacturers  of  automated  systems  and  their  components  have  been  allocatng  an
enormous  amount  of  tme  and  efort  in  R&D  actvites,  thich  led  to  the  availability  of
prototypes demonstratng net capabilites as tell as the introducton of such systems to the
market  tithin  diferent  domains.  Manufacturers  need  to  make  sure  that  the  systems
functon in the intended tay and according to specifcatons. This  is  not a trivial  task as
system complexity rises dramatcally the more integrated and interconnected these systems
become tith  the  additon  of  automated  functonality  and  features  to  them.  This  efort
translates into an overhead on the V&V (verifcaton and validaton) process making it tme-
consuming and costly.  In this paper,  te present VALU3S, an ECSEL JU (joint  undertaking)
project  that  aims to evaluate  the state-of-the-art  V&V methods and tools,  and design a
mult-domain frametork to create a clear structure around the components and elements
needed to conduct the V&V process.  The main expected beneft  of  the frametork is  to
reduce tme and cost  needed to verify  and validate  automated systems tith  respect  to
safety,  cyber-security,  and  privacy  requirements.  This  is  done  through  identfcaton and
classifcaton  of  evaluaton  methods,  tools,  environments  and  concepts  for  V&V  of
automated  systems  tith  respect  to  the  mentoned  requirements.  VALU3S  till  provide
guidelines to the V&V community including engineers and researchers on hot the V&V of
automated systems could be improved considering the cost, tme and efort of conductng
V&V processes. To this end, VALU3S brings together a consortum tith partners from 10
diferent  countries,  amountng  to  a  mix  of  25  industrial  partners,  6  leading  research
insttutes, and 10 universites to reach the project goal.
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S0141933121005068

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/quarries
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/collision-avoidance
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/automated-guided-vehicles
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Process  monitoring  of  economic  and environmental  performance of  a  material  extrusion
printer using an augmented reality-based digital ttin
The concept of digital ttin is based on the linkage of a physical system tith a digital model-
based representaton and shots numerous potentals in  additve manufacturing (AM).  The
existng approaches related to digital ttins of AM mainly focus on the process, machine, and
factory levels to monitor and optmiae the process and system performance of AM. This study
aims at the machine level and adopts  augmented reality (AR) to develop a digital ttin for a
material  extrusion printer.  To provide a digital  representaton of  the printng process of  a
component,  this  study  has  proposed  an  approach  using  cumulated  small  cylinders  to
approximate  the  geometry  of  the  component,  thich  is  called  “Volume  Approximaton by
Cumulated Cylinders (VACCY)”. To monitor the economic and environmental performance, this
study has modeled four process indicators (electricity use, manufacturing cost, greenhouse gas
emission, and primary energy consumpton) and integrated them in the AR-based digital ttin.
Through the test of the developed digital ttin for printng three components, the feasibility
and performance of the developed digital ttin are tell demonstrated. 
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S221486042100542X

Delineaton of spring capture zones in southnern Great Basin, USA based on modeling results
and geochnemical data
The protecton aones or capture aones of springs in desert environments can be hard to identfy,
but they are critcal to spring protecton. Most springs fed by regional aquifers are susceptble to
contaminaton  and  groundtater  development.  The  U.S. Environmental  Protecton  Agency  has
established hydrogeologic mapping methods to delineate protecton aones for springs. Hotever, it
is ofen difcult to determine a regional aquifer systemss fot pattern tith this technique alone,
and the use of these methods is  not  conducive to efcient  groundtater  management. Partcle
tracking  analysis  using  a  tell-conceptualiaed  and  calibrated  numerical  model  for  the  three-
dimensional  groundtater  fot domain  feeding a given group of  springs can help facilitate  the
identfcaton of spring capture aone boundaries. Building upon this basis, a multfaceted approach
tas developed to defne clear  boundaries  of  the capture  aones for  the springs in the Furnace
Creek, Ash Meadots, and the Muddy River areas in the southern Great Basin, USA. Capture aones
tere frst delineated from inverse partcle tracking and Hydrologic Unit 12 tatersheds. Afertards,
they tere adjusted based on tater budgets, geology, and hydrologically signifcant faults. Finally, a
geochemical analysis of the groundtater chemistry and isotopic data tas conducted to verify the
extent  of  each  spring  capture  aone.  This  multfaceted  approach  adds  confdence  to  the  net
delineatons.
https://ttt.sciencedirect.com/science/artcle/pii/S1654235021001265

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/groundwater-chemistry
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/groundwater-flow
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/groundwater-management
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/united-states-of-america
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/material-extrusion
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/augmented-reality
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/additive-manufacturing
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EVENTOS

05-08 ENERO 2022
Consumer Electronics Shnot (CES) 2022
CES is  the most infuental  tech event  in the

torld — the proving ground for breakthrough

technologies  and  global  innovators.  This  is

there the torld’s biggest brands do business

and  meet  net  partners,  and  the  sharpest

innovators hit the stage. Otned and produced

by  the  Consumer  Technology  Associaton

(CTA),  CES  features  every  aspect  of  the tech

sector.  It  also includes a conference program

there  the  torld’s  business  leaders  and

pioneering  thinkers  address  the  industry’s

most relevant issues.

https://ttt.ichvr.org/

23-25 ENERO 2022
Mobile World Congress (MWC) Barcelona 2022
Researchers  and  engineers,  investors  and
entrepreneurs,  customers  and  suppliers
meet  at  Society  of  Photo-Optcal
Instrumentaton Engineers (SPIE) AR | VR |
MR  to  create  the  future  of  augmented,
virtual, and mixed reality.
This  focus  on  hardtare  and  enabled
content,  combined  tith  visionary  industry
perspectves  from  technology  leaders
torking in the largest AR-VR-MR companies,
startups, and suppliers, make this event one
to  include  on  your  calendar  every  year.
Come and  discover  the  hardtare  that  till
enable the metaverse.

https://spie.org/conferences-and-exhibitons/ar-vr-mruSSO=1

https://spie.org/conferences-and-exhibitions/ar-vr-mr?SSO=1
https://www.ichvr.org/
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01 FEBRERO 2022
XR Summit ISE 2022
XR Summit Integrated Systems Europe (ISE)
is  a  half-day  B2B  strategy  conference
focused  on  the  Virtual,  Augmented,  and
Mixed  Reality  (VR/AR/MR)  industry.  Taking
place in the Fira de Barcelona, it explores the
latest  in  those  technologies,  business
strategies,  and  solutons  and  hot  they
impact  and  empoter  the  AV  business.
Topics  for  discussion  till  include
developments  in  spatal  audio,  5G,  haptcs
and brain-computer interfaces, as tell as the
integraton challenges posed by  these net
technologies.
https://xr-summit.org/

25-29 Abril 2022
Internatonal XR Conference

The Internatonal XR Conference is an annual

immersive  tech  event  of  the  Internatonal

Associaton  of  Immersive  Technology

Innovaton  (IAITI)  and  it  aims  to  bring

industry and academia together in order to

discuss, present and shot case latest trends

in the immersive technology arena. 

https://arvrconference.tixsite.com/arvrconference

1-3 Junio 2022
AWE USA 2022
Since  2010  over  5000  companies  and  60,000
professionals have trusted AWE to connect, learn and
grot their business in the XR ecosystem.
Join this inspiring community of XR professionals that
brings together:

• End-users and soluton providers, 
• Investors and startups, 
• Brands and creators and developers, 
• Job seekers and recruiters 

https://ttt.atexr.com/usa-2022/

https://www.awexr.com/usa-2022/
https://arvrconference.wixsite.com/arvrconference
https://xr-summit.org/
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14-16 septembre 2022
XR WEEK 2022
XR Week is the B2B tech event in Stuttgart for Virtual
Reality  (VR),  Mixed  Reality  (MR)  and  Augmented
Reality  (AR),  or  in  short:  eXtended  Reality  (XR).  XR
Week  shots  XR  technologies  and  professional
applicatons of VR, MR and AR in industry, architecture,
health, trade and craf. 
https://xr-teek.converve.io/

20-21 Octubre 2022
AWE Europa 2022 (Lisboa)
AWE Europe se celebrará en FIL Feira Internacional
de Lisboa Lisboa del próximo 20 al 21 octubre 2022
presentando las novedades de empresas de Portugal
e  internacionales  relacionadas  con  los  sectores  de
Digital technology, Audiovisual 

https://ttt.atexr.com/eu-2022/

https://xr-week.converve.io/
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